TW = TRIGGER WARNING (IMAGERY OF BRUTALITY)
CLICK EACH TITLE TO READ

“SHERIFF APOLOGIZES TO FAMILY OF INMATE WHO DIED AFTER BEING RESTRAINED”
BY AZI PAYBARAH (NEW YORK TIMES)

TW “VIDEOS SHOW JAIL OFFICERS RESTRAINING NORTH CAROLINA INMATE”
BY TOM FOREMAN JR. (THE WASHINGTON POST)

TW “VIDEO SHOWS PRISON INMATE SAYING ‘I CAN’T BREATHE’ AS OFFICERS RESTRAIN HIM
BEFORE HE DIES” BY KELLY MCCARTHY (ABC NEWS)

TW “VIDEOS SHOW BLACK INMATE JOHN NEVILLE SAYING ‘I CAN’T BREATHE’ BEFORE FATAL
INJURY; SHERIFF APOLOGIZES” BY N’DEA YANCEY-BRAGG (USA TODAY)

TW “VIDEO SHOWS JOHN NEVILLE REPEATEDLY TELLING OFFICERS HE CAN’T BREATHE INSIDE
NORTH CAROLINA JAIL CELL DURING FINAL MOMENTS”
BY JESSICA SCHLADEBECK (NY DAILY NEWS)

TW “VIDEO SHOWS JOHN NEVILLE PLEADING ‘I CAN’T BREATHE’ AS HE STRUGGLES FOR LIFE
IN A NORTH CAROLINA JAIL” BY KATE BRIQUELET (THE DAILY BEAST)

“NORTH CAROLINA SHERIFF’S OFFICE CHANGES RESTRAINT POLICY”
BY ASSOCIATED PRESS (THE NEW YORK TIMES)

TW “BLACK INMATE SCREAMED ‘I CAN’T BREATHE’ MORE THAN 20 TIMES AS PRISON GUARDS
RESTRAINED HIM; HE LATER DIED” BY DORIAN GEIGER (OXYGEN)

TW “BODYCAM VIDEO OF A BLACK MAN REPEATEDLY TELLING CORRECTIONS OFFICERS “I
CAN’T BREATHE” BEFORE HE DIED HAS BEEN RELEASED” BY ADE ONIBADA (BUZZFEED NEWS)

TW “A NEW VIDEO SHOWS ANOTHER BLACK MAN IN CUSTODY PLEADING, ‘I CAN’T BREATHE,’
BEFORE HIS DEATH” BY TINA BURNSIDE, JENNIFER HENDERSON, & JAMIEL LYNCH (CNN)

TW “VIDEO SHOWS DYING BLACK MAN TOLD COPS ‘I CAN’T BREATHE’ 29 TIMES”
BY PAUL BLEST (VICE)